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Neutrino Scattering On Glass:
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High-energy, because we’d like to use 

Inverse Muon Decay (IMD) events to 

constrain our flux prediction

The recipe for high precision:The recipe for high precision:The recipe for high precision:The recipe for high precision:
NuSOnG will measure:

…with  precision better than 1%!

A unique opportunity for these channels!   

Rates assume: 1.5E20 POT in neutrino mode, 0.5E20 POT in anti-neutrino mode
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336 GeV incoming νµ 218 GeV µ The first deep inelastic event generated in the NuSOnG detector! Searching for new physics at the Terascale:

1. New  interactions –
Manifested  through  rare  eventsManifested  through  rare  eventsManifested  through  rare  eventsManifested  through  rare  events

The combination of a high-intensity and high-purity beam and 

an instrumented detector, optimized to measure IMD with 

high-accuracy makes NuSOnG ideal for searching for: 

Wrong Sign IMD  (∆Le = -∆Lµ = 2)

νµ+ e
-→ µ- + νe                …this is forbidden in the SM!

Best limits (90%CL) are from NuTeV
[PRL 87:071803, 2001]
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2. New  particles –
A  direct  search  for  A  direct  search  for  A  direct  search  for  A  direct  search  for  ““““neutrissimosneutrissimosneutrissimosneutrissimos””””
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µπ… etc.Neutrissimos are produced 

through mixing in meson 

decays:
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Filling the 15 m region between sub-

detectors with helium and looking for 

neutrissimo decays…

Searches for axion-like particles, dilaton-like particles, light 

vector bosons, light inflatons, light radions, etc., are also possible.

New  light  neutrino  properties –
Mixing  freedomMixing  freedomMixing  freedomMixing  freedom

Mixing freedom arises when the 3x3 neutrino 

mixing matrix, U, is non-unitary:

Underlying physics: 

- sterile neutrinos

- flavor-dependent neutrino couplings

- new particles

- etc.

|Uα j|
2 = 1 – Χa ,Σ

j

Mixing freedom leads to modifications to standard 

oscillation probabilities:

Disappearance:

Appearance has the same effect!

L/E dependent Not!

At L=0 there will be an instantaneous transition
between neutrino species!

[arXiv:0705.0107[hep-ph]]

look for 

excess ννννe

events here!

To see instantaneous νµ→ νe
look for an increase 

in νe rate at Eν~350 GeV

• Look for an excess of νe’s in a range not expected

NuSOnG’s reach: 10−−−−5555 level

• Look for “wrong sign” IMD

If  νµ→ νe ,   then  νe+ e
-→ µ- + νµ

… same signature as WSIMD!

Without νµ transitions, the NC ES rate 

is just:

With νµ→ νe the effective rate 

becomes:

• Look for increase in νµ NC scattering rate
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Seeing all 3 effects would be a striking signature!
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νe contribution 

from W + Z is 

7x larger than 

Z alone

NuSOnG’s reach: 10−−−−3333 level

3. Non-universal neutrino couplings –
Through modifications to scattering amplitudesThrough modifications to scattering amplitudesThrough modifications to scattering amplitudesThrough modifications to scattering amplitudes

E.g.: mixing with heavy gauge-singlet leptons

νlL = νl,light cosθl + νl,heavy sinθl

Then, the interaction of light states is given by:

Zνν � Zνlνl (1- εl ),    Wνl �Wνl l (1- εl /2)

where: εl = 1- cos
2θl

includes “promised”

improvements from BaBar

and PINUE data

potential impact 

of NuSOnG

Searching for Mixing Freedom signatures:

E.g., through neutrino-electron scattering modifications

Neutrino-electron scattering is a very clean, very well predicted 
standard model process. NuSOnG aims at more than an order of 
magnitude more events than all previous neutrino experiments 
combined. This allows for searches for new physics up to 5 TeV!

Generalized effective Lagrangian:

Λ = New Physics Scale

θ = parameterizes “handedness” of New Physics

For a thorough discussion and specific models, see “Terascale Physics 

Opportunities at a High Statistics, High Energy Neutrino Scattering 

Experiment: NuSOnG”, by the NuSOnG Collaboration. 

arXiv:0803.0354[hep-ph], or visit http://www-nusong.fnal.gov
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NuSOnG’s 95% CL 

sensitivity   (να= νµ)

(να ≠ νµ)

NuSOnG’s

95% CL measurement if 

Λ=3.5TeV and θ=2π/3 (να= νµ)

Λ=1TeV and θ=4π/3 (να≠ νµ)
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(…neutral heavy leptons with masses ~10keV – 100GeV)

NuSOnG plays well with the LHC…
NuSOnG will probe new physics that modifies neutrino-quark and neutrino-electron scattering.

By the time NuSOnG runs, the LHC will have accumulated a wealth of data and will have begun to change the particle physics landscape.

The message from LHC data may be difficult to decipher, however, for example in the case of leptoquarks, or a fourth generation family…

NuSOnG can offer valuable complementary information!

…NuSOnG goes beyond the LHC!
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U = Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3

Mixing Freedom 

is a powerful 

phenomenology 

tool!

[Loinaz et al., to appear]


